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Health &
Welfare

Gene editing eyed as a potential sea
lice solution

29 August 2022
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

No�ma-led study explores if gene editing can make salmon
more resistant to sea lice

Food research institute No�ma has teamed up with researchers and the �shery industry to explore the
possibilities of using gene editing to make salmon more resistant to sea lice. The No�ma-led project
brings together researchers from Norway, the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Sweden and
Australia, and with such a powerhouse of experts, there are high hopes that it may lead to the
elimination of salmon lice as a welfare problem in salmon farming.

“It’s a complex problem to solve,” said Nick Robinson, No�ma’s project manager for CrispResist. “There
are a wide range of mechanisms that affect how well the salmon can protect themselves from the lice,
but we hope we will �nd answers. We are using gene editing in our research to determine whether
selected genes have an effect.”

Gene editing is a collective term for genetic technologies that make targeted changes in the genetic
material (DNA) of an organism. For example, it could relate to removing or adding one or more bases to
the DNA, or replacing one gene variant with another. The most common technology used is
CRISPR/Cas9. Today, gene editing is only used on animals in Norway for research purposes (e.g., when
discovering the effects produced by different genes).

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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In the CrispResist project, researchers are working to improve and develop the Atlantic salmon’s innate
genetic resistance to salmon lice. They are investigating what it is about the genes of various species
of Paci�c salmon that make them more resistant to salmon lice. The team will then apply this
knowledge in research aimed at gene editing the eggs of Atlantic salmon using CRISPR-Cas9. The goal
is to con�rm whether the identi�ed genes can be edited to increase the resistance of farmed salmon to
salmon lice.

(https://register.globalseafood.org)

“In such a scenario, it would be great if the use of gene editing can eliminate salmon lice as a health
problem in farmed salmon,” said Aina-Cathrine Øvergård, CrispResist researcher and University of
Bergen professor. “It could also reduce pressure on wild salmon and spare cleaner �sh.”

The salmon louse is a natural parasite that lives in seawater and is one of the biggest challenges for the
aquaculture industry. The CrispResist team is exploring if gene editing can reduce the sea lice problem in
salmon farming. Photo courtesy of Helge Skodvin © No�ma.

https://register.globalseafood.org/
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If the study con�rms that the genes can be edited with a positive result, that does not mean that gene
editing can be implemented as a tool in salmon farming. Implementation requires both government
approval and consumer acceptance, as well as industry interest.

“We probably have a long way to go before farmed salmon become a less attractive host for salmon
lice,” said Kjell Maroni, R&D director of aquaculture at the Norwegian Seafood Research Fund (FHF).
“So it’s a good thing that we already have existing technological tools for both prevention and control.”

Read more about the CrispResist research project (https://no�ma.com/press-release/new-
members-in-crispresist/).
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